
 
 
 

BAMart reveals the final selections for inaugural  
BAMart: Outdoors  

 
 Four public artworks to be installed throughout the BAM 
 Cultural District opening June 19 
 

More than $80,000 raised by BAM trustees and donors for artists and 
their works  

 
Brooklyn, NY/May 25, 2012—BAMart—BAM’s visual art program—is pleased to 
announce the final selections for BAMart: Outdoors, a year-long initiative aimed 
at enlivening the BAM campus and its surrounding district through the 
commission of four distinctive public artworks from emerging and established 
artists. The four artists chosen from more than 100 submissions worldwide are 
Glen Baldridge, Ed Purver, Timothy Hull and Future Expansion Architects, 
and Showpaper (with contributions by Adam Void & Gaia, Cassius Fouler & 
Faust, Leon Reid IV & Noah Sparkes, Ryan C. Doyle & Swoon, and UFO 907 
& William Thomas Porter). The pieces will be installed in early June with a 
public opening on Tuesday, June 19 from 6-8pm in the Dorothy W. Levitt lobby of 
the Peter Jay  Sharp building at 30 Lafayette Ave, Brooklyn.  

 
 Each site-specific work utilizes a wide range of media and materials. The 
 BAMart: Outdoors curatorial committee chose works that offer new, stimulating 
 ideas about how to introduce art into public spaces and engage those who visit 
 and pass by on a daily basis.  
 
 BAMart allotted four locations within the BAM Cultural District that feature either 
 blank vertical scapes or open spaces: 
 
 230 Ashland Place (BAM Harvey Theater exterior wall)—Rising a few stories 
 above the plaza at 230 Ashland Place is a large concrete wall that will host Ed 
 Purver’s The Always Season, a hyperrealistic digital rendering of a blue sky with 
 dollops of puffed clouds seen through a large “puncture” in the wall. Purver plays 
 with notions of permeability and impermanence, while at the same time implying 
 that even despite the impossibility of holding onto any moment, a connection is 
 always available.  
 

653 Fulton Street (The lot between BAM Harvey Theater and 230 Ashland 
Place)—Next to the Harvey Theater entrance sits a paved lot that will become   
home to The Accelerated Ruin, a monumental sculpture of three pyramid-like 
structures, designed by Timothy Hull and Future Expansion Architects. 
Constructed on a stepped plinth, the gentle peaks are formed with a 
biodegradable foam-like material manufactured by Ecovative Design and built 
over a delicate framework of aluminum rods. As the year progresses through the 
seasons the shapes will change, eroding to reveal the artwork’s skeleton and  



 
evoking themes of loss, memory, vulnerability, and transience. Its continuous and 
unpredictable devolution will deepen the relationship between the work and the regular 
passersby who will witness its entropic transformation in the course of their daily lives. 
 
651 Fulton Street (BAM Harvey Theater exterior)—Glen Baldridge will install and reveal 
a street-side Sunset by applying a layer of perforated vinyl to the windows and façade of 
the Harvey Theater. Like a luminous skin, the mural evokes an internal energy source, 
resources for self-perpetuation, and the possibility that magical moments can happen 
where and when you least expect them. This project is presented in collaboration with 
651 Arts.   
 
Lafayette Avenue between and Ashland Place—While news boxes usually live a 
nondescript, utilitarian existence (ending up weathered and grimy), they remain valuable 
resources of information. In answer to the quotidian plastic or metal box, Showpaper, a 
free bi-weekly print-only publication which lists and promotes every all-ages show in the 
New York area, proposed a project titled Brooklyn Shelf Life. Here, five news boxes will 
be created by five pairs of artists (Adam Void & Gaia, Cassius Fouler & Faust, Leon 
Reid IV & Noah Sparkes, Ryan C. Doyle & Swoon, and UFO 907 & William Thomas 
Porter), curated by Andrew H. Shirley. They will be stocked with a revolving series of 
independent print publications curated by Jesse Hlebo of Swill Children, in collaboration 
with Showpaper and Printed Matter. Prototypes display a range of approaches, from 
melted and surreal to folkloric to ancient and tribal.      
 
BAMart’s curatorial committee reviewed more than 100 submissions from artists all over 
the world before settling on the finalists who all happen to be from Brooklyn. Using a 
point system, the final selections were based on degree of visual impact on the BAM 
Cultural District, artistic merit, and project feasibility, including initial installation, 
durability, and cost. Grants given for individual projects were $17,500. Showpaper 
received $29,000 for a collaborative effort with multiple artists and a smaller project 
scale.  
 
The BAM Cultural District is the vibrant multicultural area surrounding BAM, situated 
between Downtown Brooklyn and the historical residential neighborhood of Fort Greene. 
It attracts over 650,000 visitors and arts patrons every year and, with its rich arts 
community, is a nexus for the experimental and avant-garde. The district continues to 
grow as more theaters, music venues, and project spaces move into the area. 
 
“We have envisioned doing a large-scale public art project in the BAM Cultural District 
for years,” says BAM President Karen Brooks Hopkins. “There is still much work to be 
done to turn the district into a full-fledged 24/7 cultural neighborhood. BAMart: Outdoors 
will make the area more welcoming and provide additional creative opportunities for 
artists. We’re grateful to BAM trustee Don Mullen for leading this effort, and to all of the 
donors who are supporting this new aspect of BAM’s programming.” 
 
“Utilizing open space allows for BAM to support artists and to infuse more life and 
creativity into the community,” says David Harper, BAMart curator. “This project’s goal 
is to inspire the collective public imagination.”   
 
BAM has a history of partnering with visual artists, featuring seasonal artists on its 
BAMbill house program cover, onstage in performing arts collaborations, in exhibitions 



and site-specific installations in its various spaces, through the publication of special 
limited-edition portfolios, and in its annual silent fundraising auction. The Peter Jay 
Sharp Building at 30 Lafayette Avenue was deliciously wrapped for Vik Muñiz’s 
CandyBAM in 2002 and is the canvas for Leo Villareal’s mesmerizing LED installation, 
Stars, which can be seen in the building’s signature arched windows. 
 
 
BAMart: Outdoors curatorial committee: 
Donald R. Mullen, Jr., BAM trustee 
 
Marco Antonini, gallery director, NURTUREart, Brooklyn 
Karen Archey, editor-at-large, Rhizome 
Kalia Brooks, former curator, MoCADA, Brooklyn 
David Harper, curator, BAMart  
Liz Koch, art & culture liaison, Brooklyn Borough President’s Office 
Sarah Lewis, independent curator and writer 
Toby Devan Lewis, philanthropist 
Donald R. Mullen, Jr., BAM trustee 
Sara Reisman, director, Percent for Art, New York City Department of Cultural Affairs 
Danny Simmons, BAM trustee, artist 
Lumi Tan, assistant curator, The Kitchen 
Yasha Wallin, arts writer, New York 
 
About BAM’s 150th anniversary celebration: 
Beginning in September 2011 and continuing for 16 months, the sesquicentennial 
celebrates BAM’s unique and resonant contribution to the artistic landscape of New York 
with commemorative events, special programs, the commission of a documentary, 
BAM150, and the publication of BAM: The Complete Works (Quantuck Lane)—a 
narrative and visual chronicle of the institution and its artists. In 2012 BAM looks forward 
to its exciting future with the unveiling of the newest addition to the BAM campus—the 
BAM Richard B. Fisher Building, the first new BAM venue since the Majestic Theater 
(now the BAM Harvey Lichtenstein Theater) opened in 1987. 
 
 
For press information, please contact Sarah Garvey at sgarvey@BAM.org or 718.724.8025. 
 
 
Credits 
 
Leadership support for BAMart provided by the Jacques and Natasha Gelman Trust, Toby Devan 
Lewis, Agnes Gund, and Donald R. Mullen, Jr., with additional support provided by the Lily 
Auchincloss Foundation, Inc. 
 
BAM thanks its many donors and sponsors, including: The Peter Jay Sharp Foundation, The 
Leona M. & Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust, Estate of Richard B. Fisher, The Shubert 
Foundation, Inc., The Norman & Rosita Winston Foundation, Inc., The Starr Foundation, Time 
Warner Inc., Carnegie Corporation of New York, JPMorgan Chase, Henry and Lucy Moses Fund, 
Inc., Forest City Ratner Companies, The Skirball Foundation, and Friends of BAM and BAM 
Cinema Club.  Sovereign Bank is the BAM Marquee sponsor. Yamaha is the official piano for 
BAM. R/GA is the BAM.org sponsor. New York Marriott at the Brooklyn Bridge is the official hotel 
for BAM. 
 



General Information 
BAM Howard Gilman Opera House, BAM Rose Cinemas, and BAMcafé are located in the Peter 
Jay Sharp building at 30 Lafayette Avenue (between St Felix Street and Ashland Place) in the 
Fort Greene neighborhood of Brooklyn. BAM Harvey Theater is located two blocks from the main 
building at 651 Fulton Street (between Ashland and Rockwell Places). Both locations house 
Greenlight Bookstore at BAM kiosks. BAM Rose Cinemas is Brooklyn’s only movie house 
dedicated to first-run independent and foreign film and repertory programming. BAMcafé, 
operated by Great Performances, is open for dining prior to BAM Howard Gilman Opera House 
evening performances. BAMcafé also features an eclectic mix of spoken word and live music for 
BAMcafé Live on Friday and Saturday nights with a special BAMcafé Live menu available starting 
at 6pm.  
 
Subway: 2, 3, 4, 5, Q, B to Atlantic Avenue (2, 3, 4, 5 to Nevins St for Harvey Theater) 
          D, N, R to Pacific Street; G to Fulton Street; C to Lafayette Avenue 
Train:      Long Island Railroad to Atlantic Terminal 
Bus:       B25, B26, B41, B45, B52, B63, B67 all stop within three blocks of BAM 
Car:       Commercial parking lots are located adjacent to BAM 
 
For ticket and BAMbus information, call BAM Ticket Services at 718.636.4100, or visit BAM.org. 
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